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Executive Summary
People should be able to see, smell, touch, and handle the products / systems that have been developed by the
SUMMIT consortium in order to obtain a good comprehension of a) product properties, b) the innovative
functionality, c) the size / dimension flexibility of the product, and d) the application flexibility of the product.
For this reason we successfully developed four static demonstrators:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A module pedestal for COSMOS modules
The SUMMIT House of Innovation for Intersolar 2015
A demonstrator consisting of a pitched roof with matching window
A large pitched roof and cladding example, attached to the side of the SUMMIT demo-/ dissemination truck

Our static demonstrations (no. 4 mounted on the demo- / dissemination truck) are a huge success because every time
these SUMMIT exhibits attracted big crowds during dissemination events such as Intersolar 2015 and Vakbeurs
Energie 2015.
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Introduction

SUMMIT consortium members take dissemination tasks very seriously. Of course one reason is that this is required for
our FP7 demonstration project, the other reason is that we (SME’s) strongly believe that sharing SUMMIT goals and
our results is of key importance to accomplish commercial success for our companies and to accomplish real impact.
Providing written information to industry, government bodies, and the general public for instance by our SUMMIT
website, press releases & newsletters is not enough. In our opinion, people should be able to see, touch, and handle
the products that have been developed by the SUMMIT consortium in order to obtain a good comprehension of:
a) Product properties (low weight, good aesthetics),
b) The innovative functionality (fast “Plug-&-Play” installation and removal),
c) The application flexibility of the product for a wide range of applications (flat roof, BIPV pitched roof,
cladding, and ground bound systems)
d) The size flexibility of the product.
The best way to convey our innovative message to our audience is to enable them to see, smell, touch, handle the
modules and systems we have developed by presenting them ‘live’ static demonstrators. This deliverable D6.52
presents an overview of the static demonstrators that have been developed and built in the meantime.
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Static Demonstrators

TULiPPS and Eurotron, supported by the other consortium members, have built several static demonstrators in order
to facilitate dissemination tasks. This paragraph provides an overview of the demonstrators that have been built and
are being used every possible occasion.

3.1

A MODULE PEDESTAL FOR COSMOS MODULES (MAY 2015)

The COSMOS modules do not have a frame and the mounting functionality has been integrated at the rear side of the
module. In order to demonstrate the new mounting functionality, EUROTRON designed and developed module
pedestals for standard 60 – 72 cells modules also suitable for large 120 cells modules, once ready in the near future.

Fig. 1 : 60 cells COSMOS module on pedestal (front side)

Fig. 2 : 60 cells COSMOS module on pedestal (rear side)

The pictures show a 60 cells COSMOS modules on the pedestal: front and rear side of the module.
Two module pedestals have been built and have been used for Intersolar 2015 (München, D), Vakbeurs Energie (Den
Bosch, NL) exhibitions and are in daily use in both the showroom of EUROTRON and TULiPPS.
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INTERSOLAR JUNE 2015: THE SUMMIT HOUSE OF INNOVATION

For Intersolar exhibition 2015, we built the “SUMMIT House of Innovation” demonstrator showing several early
module prototypes: a) 9 and 18 cells cladding modules, b) 20, 36, and 44 cells pitched BIPV modules, c) 60 cells flat
roof modules.

Fig. 3 : SUMMIT booth on Intersolar 2015 (on opening)

Fig. 4 : SUMMIT booth on Intersolar 2015 (on opening)

Fig. 5: A very crowded SUMMIT booth on Intersolar 2015
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A BIPV PITCHED DEMONSTRATOR (OCTOBER 2015)

A BIPV pitched roof demonstrator with matching window has been built in cooperation with Linex Prefab Roofsystem
BV and Fakro Nederland BV. Pictures of the demonstrator are shown below:

Fig. 6: BIPV Pitched roof demonstrator

Fig. 7 : BIPV Demonstrators at Vakbeurs Energie 2015

Picture (Fig. no. 6) was taken immediately after production at Linex Prefab Roofsystems BV and the next picture (no.7)
was taken during preparations for Vakbeurs Energie 2015 in Den Bosch, The Netherlands. During 3 days an estimated
500 people (and possibly more) saw our demonstrators.

Fig. 8: BIPV Demonstrator including fitting FAKRO window

Fig. 9: BIPV Demonstrator at Vakbeurs Energie 2015
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FUNCTIONAL PITCHED ROOF AND CLADDING (DEMO-TRUCK – OCT. 2015)

The demo- / dissemination truck is equipped with a large pitched roof and cladding example, and this is creating a
genuine interest from the public as can be seen in pictures no 9 and 10 below (all taken at Vakbeurs Energie 2015).

Fig. 10: BIPV Pitched roof and cladding examples

Fig. 11: A visitor testing the mounting functionality.
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Conclusion and Discussion

Building static demonstrators has proven to be a huge success because it enables stakeholders to see and touch the
innovative products from the SUMMIT consortium. In general the public is able to obtain a good comprehension of
product properties, innovative functionalities, application flexibility of the product for a wide range of applications as
well as the size flexibility of the module products.
With the available static demonstrators being available, it is very easy to include the smart electronics in these
demonstrators, as soon as product prototypes become available. This is expected for second quarter of 2016.
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Disclaimer
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for research,
technological development, and demonstration under grant agreement no 322425.
Every effort has been made to ensure complete and accurate information concerning this document. However, the
author(s) and members of the consortium cannot be held legally responsible for any mistake in printing or faulty
instructions. The authors and consortium members retain the right not to be responsible for the correctness,
completeness, or quality of the information provided. Liability claims regarding damage caused by the use of any
information provided, including any kind of information that is incomplete or incorrect, will therefore be rejected. The
information contained on this document is based on author’s experience and on information received from the
project partners.
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